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INTRODUCTION
h e Scythians and the Sarmatians were nomadic horse-
riding-people who populated the Eurasian steppe from south 
Siberia and Kazakhstan through Caucasus up to Hungary. 
h e horses were the power basis of the Scythian peoples. 
As nomadic pastoralists they dominated the Pontic steppe 
throughout Classical Antiquity from 1000 to 400 BC. In the 
past it was asserted that they have left no remnants or traces 
of settlements, but this has now been challenged (Becker & 
Fassbinder, 1999; Schneeweiß, 2007). h e most outstanding 
monuments of the pastoral nomadic sites in the steppe are 
the huge burial mounds, the so called kurgans. h ey were not 
only the burial plots of the kings, but were used by the horse-
men as cultic and sacred places as well (Parzinger, 2004).
ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
Semiretschje in southeastern Kazakhstan, named after the 
land of seven rivers – Ili, Karatal, Bien, Aksu, Lepsy, Baskan 
and Sarkand, is a central region in the Eurasian steppe belt. 
In this area, 10 000 burial mounds can be found, but also 
hundreds of monumental and huge kurgans of 10-20 m 
height. h e prominence of this region draws from the large 
and fertile lowlands which are ideal for cattle-breeding and 
from the abundance of gold, tin and copper in the moun-
tains. h e kurgans, dating to 500 BC, do not occur as single 
monuments but are mostly lined up in rows. It is a widely 
accepted that the higher the kurgan, the more important the 
person buried in it. h is pomposity is typical of the early 
horse-riding people from the 5th to the 3rd century BC. h e 
wealth buried inside the kurgans have made them a tempt-
ing target for looters ever since ancient times. 
A row of kurgans is situated c. 120 km east of Almaty and 
12 km northeast of the town of Chilik. h e ﬂ at area which 
is bordered on the north and south by mountain ranges is 
not far from the northern route of the Silk Road. h e area 
between these mountains was a suitable grazing land for the 
horse people and nomads, but could have also been used for 
agriculture since the early periods of settlement. 
h e huge barrow “Zhuan-Tobe” is c. 12 m high, 107 m in 
diameter and was made of several layers of clay and gravel. 
It is about 2500 years old and was looted more than 100 
years ago. h e kurgan forms the biggest burial of a row of 
barrows oriented north-south. h e second array of smaller 
kurgans lies at a distance of 600 m. h e mounds seem to be 
part of the same necropolis.
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RESEARCH QUESTION
Research questions are manifold. Assuming that the burial 
sites form a sacred place, it would be interesting to ﬁ nd 
out whether they formed a linked system or stood alone? 
Stone plaster remains visible in a ﬁ eld 40 m from the big-
gest kurgan and several smaller stone burials found in the 
area in between could be related to the big kurgan, but 
they could well belong to a later archaeological period. h e 
smaller burials have been observed to have diﬀ erent layouts, 
some being round and others square. In every row of kur-
gans there is one with a quadratic or pyramidal foundation. 
Consequently, it is of great interest to carry out a large-scale 
survey also of the peripheries of the kurgans (Fassbinder & 
Becker, 2003).
Magnetic prospection
For magnetic surveying the Scintrex Smartmag SM 4G-
Special caesium magnetometer in the so called duo-sensor 
conﬁ guration was chosen. Diurnal variations were reduced 
to the mean value of all data from the 40 x 40 m grid. 
Sometimes this conﬁ guration is disadvantageous, because the 
results are strongly aﬀ ected by the geological background. 
However in the case of the high kurgans and deep burials, 
it was actually thought to be helpful to get some additional 
information from the deeper section. Due to access and time 
restrictions, the prospection work was focused on the largest 
kurgan called Zhuan-Tobe 1 and its surroundings, as well as 
three smaller barrows in the second row.
h e resulting magnetogram of the great kurgan reveals the 
perfect circle of the burial mound (107 m in diameter), sur-
rounded by a 2 m-wide outer ring with an outer diameter of 
187 m (Fig.1). Traces of looting in the centre of the mound 
show up as a typical cone-shaped form. h e magnetogram 
of the mound reveals no traces of an inner structure, which 
should be taken to mean that the entire burial was made of 
homogeneous layers of clay and gravels. Between the mound 
and the outer ring a number of other burials, some of them 
round and others rectangular, were detected. h e magnetic 
map reveals that the orientation of these small burials in 
relation to the great kurgan is more or less erratic, indicating 
that they originate from a later archaeological period. h e 
resulting magnetogram of the smaller but pyramidal-shaped 
kurgan (c. 4 m in height) reveals traces of looting, but also 
some evidence of an inner square structure (Fig. 2).
Figure 1: Magnetogram of the great kurgan Zhuan-Tobe 1 near 
Chilik and its surroundings (top of the site points north). 
Figure 2: Magnetogram of a square-shaped kurgan and its surroun-
dings, c. 600 m away from Zhuan Tobe 1 near Chilik, Kazakhstan 
(top of the site points north). 
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CONCLUSION
h e magnetic prospecting resulted in detailed maps of 
these large archaeological sites. Although it is not possible 
to look into the deeper parts of a kurgan, crucial infor-
mation has been delivered on the structure of the upper 
part of the burial and a site map of the surrounding area 
has been obtained. h e small burials around the kurgans 
are not related to the Scythian/Sarmatian times, but they 
demonstrate beyond all doubt that the kurgans were sacred 
places that attracted people for burial purposes also in later 
archaeological periods.
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